
  

  

cee eo 
Photograph Bon Shaneyfelt Exhibit. No. 23, is an “endarge- 

wr ment ofa negative which has previously been designated as - 
= “=. me ey noe . OTs Commission Exhibit 752 that I personally exposed in the Duo Flex. 

_ Camera obtained from Oswald's possessions Which has previousiy 

  

been designated as Commission Exhibit 750. 2 oe oe a 

This examination was based on the shadowgraph of the pic 

  

ture araa of thd camera exposed on to fhe negative, or eanbting 

point. 
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This shadowgraph shows the imperfections and nicks, etc.,° 

along the edges of the picture area of the camera that are 

    

individual and distinctive that particular camera, and would : 

| : (rot be duplicated in Naas | 
) QO Mr. Redlich, Before you proceed tp the specific points : 

of reference, Mr. Shaneyfelt, in your prior testimony. you ad~ 

vised the Commission, that Commission Exhibit No. 1338, Which 

aa : - is a phot tograph of Lee Harvey Oswald holding a rife, but ia ; 

| i a slightly different pose from Commission Exhibit No. 33a; that 

Commission Exhibit No. 133B was taken by the camera which has - 

been designated as Commission Exhibit No. 750. . a 

You made that identification based on an examination of the 

negative . from which Commission Exhibit No. 1338 was produced 

) clay At that time you indicated that ya could not make such 
e 

at . 
| 

“van identification of the source of Commission Exhibit No. 1330 

  

G because the negative*had not been recovered. 

I would like to ask ya two questions: First, to the best 

  

 



    

    

of your ind Ledge 2 has | there been any xécovery made of the’ 
‘ _ negative from which Comission Exhibit No. 133A 6 was } made? 

  

Mr. Shaneyfelt. Bot, to my knowledge.” 

- ome. Redlich. The second question is, why are you able’ to 

  

‘ make an identification of the origin ‘of Commission Exhibit No. 

- 2 which is not a negative but , a print, whereas ‘you are “unable — 

to make an identification of Commission Exhibit No. 133A which 

is also a print?) | 5 ae : 

Mr. Shaneyfelt. Because . the identification of the origin 

: 
of the photograph or negative is based on the . reproduction of 

the picture area of the camera or the opening in the back of : 
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the camera where the negative is exposed. fe 

This appears as a shadowgraph on the negative, and ts ‘the 

basis for the identification. 

tf a print is made from the negative that shows. this shadow... 

‘graph, then the print can be used as a basis for the idantis 

fication. ; } we ng 
In the case of Commission Exhibit 2, which is a print of 

the alley in the back of the Walker residence, this shadowgraph 

appears around three of the edges of this Photograph and, there- 

fore, it has been used for such a comparison. — fo . ; 

Commission Exhibit 133A has been printea with a vhite border, 

and ‘the shadowgraph portion of the negative has been blocked ¢ ‘ 

out and does not appear on Commission Exhibit 133A. Therefore, 

it was not possible to associate it with any specific camera. 
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Mr. Redlich. Will you proceod now “to Andicate ‘the points 
ra of reference which enabled you to make the Adentd fication con~ . a ae . _~earndaig Commission Exhibit No. 27    Mr.Shaneyfelt. Yes. 

_ ine Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 23, in. aE 
photograph B, point No. 1 is slong—the-tewerieretend, near . 

the lower left hand corner of the picture, and shows: a de- . i 

  

pression in the back GRE ana a little point sticking @ out from 

_ the black into the white area of the picture. ; 

  

This is caused by an irregularity in the camera area where 

the film lays across the back portion of the camera. This 

@ characteristic, which is ‘No. 1 on photograph B of shaneyfelt 

Exhibit No. 23, appears in that same area which has been labeled 

No. 1 on photograph A of Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 23. 

  

it appears as a shallow depression and a little black : point 
4 _ coming into the white area. 

Farther along the right hand side of the picture centrally, 

  

located between the top and the bottom, are points 2 and 3. in . 

photographs A and B on Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 23. These refer 

to two small notches in the black area where the white of the _ 

picture runs into the black line causing the appearance of two 

notches, one, the lower one, about twice the width of the _Spper 

  

“one. This same characteristic is present in both photographs 

~&E A and B. . 

Point No. 4 is an irregularity or a curve in the iine on 
ee an . . CONPIDENTIAE 
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oe the right Soe of the photograph 4 in role A and B of Shaneyfelt 

O- - Exhibit No. 23, De wah Peas Bees 
oe oa Lee Pn 

oo, oe ‘" . Point No. 5 is a long shallow depression in the 2 bisa lins, 

  

Blade edge, | of the photographs A and B. 

  

This point is located centrally on the right hand border, 

— —---- and has the same appearance in both of the photographs ‘on 

Shane yfelt Exhibit No. 23. oo : es. ee chs 

Point No 6 is a little biack point that comes out “into the 
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—— . white area of the picture, and this, I found, in the lower, right 

hand corner of the photograph of the alley in back of the Walker 

-house, which is photograph A on Exhibit No. 23, and is also 

. . present as point:: No. 6 in the photograph that I made from the 

) - amera which is photogiaph B of Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 23... 

© ) Based on these characteristics, it is my opinion ‘that the 

Photograph, which is Commission Exhibit No. 2, ‘weer, is, a print 

of a negative that was exposed in the Duo Flex camera which is 

Commission Exhibit 750. | a | 
Mr. Redlich. Is the scientific method which you have used 

to make this identification sufficiently precise ‘go that you ° 

are able to state that this negative was exposed in Commission . 

_ Exhibit No. 750 to the exclusion of all other camera? | 
an 7 Mr. Shaneyfelt. Yes. . | oe - 2: _ 

) oa Mr. Redlich. Mr. Shaneyfelt, Commission Exhibit Ko. “150 

aS a shirt which has been described in testimony as the shirt 

worn by Lee Harvey oswaia at the time of his arrest on November 
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22, 1963. rr a pe ra 

  

OQ oo. : _ The Commission has forwarded to the FBI two > photographie , 
which have been heretofore designated as Gerald Le. Hill, ‘Exhibit 

-- ms. 

A, and Gerald L. Hill, Exhibit B, which havbeen identifica by     the photographer as having been taken under the marquee of the 
i 

"Texas Theater as Oswald was | being removed from the | theater on 

November 22. 
we 

e 

| _ Gerald L. Hill. Exhibit a has been heretofore taentigied as 
se _. having been taken at a point of time very close to the ‘time that 

Gerald L. Hill Exhibit B was taken.. 

  

: 
{ 

  

The Commission also forwarded to the FBI a photograph which 

has heretofore been designated as Yarborough Exhibit A which 

> CO appeared in the’ saturday Evening Post issue of December 14, 

1963, page 26. 

| For purposes of identification, the photograph appeering 

in Yarborough Exhibit A has been designatea as Commission Exhibit 

1797 since Yarborough Exhibit A consists of the entire Saturday 

Evening Post article. " a . 
. . wy . The Commission asked the Bureau to examine the three photo- 

graphs, Commission Exhibit No. “1797, Gerald L. Hill Exhibit 

No. A, Gerald L. Hill Exhibit B, in order to determine whether 

> - _the shirt worn by Lee Harvey Oswald in these photographs was 

  

ee in fact the. same shirt which has heretofore been designated | as 

qQ) Commission Exhibit No. 150. 

Is that correct, Mr. Shaneyfelt? Did you perform the 
oy ase I 

 



' @xamination CG Jonnection with this reqf_._ by the Comnission? 
a . . : 

e oe wee a LE Sones Te gate wet” 
Mr. Shaneyfeit. Yes, I did. 

  

Mr. Redlich. In connection with that examination, the Far 
see Bae me “ 

;: _ ~fernishea to the Commission an additional photograph of fee. r . 

\      ' Harvey Oswald. . eres 7 ey 

__ Would you please describe that Photograph in relati on fo. wet, 

po
ne
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any ef the other photographs that we have furnished ‘to the Bureau? ‘ 

Mr. Shaneyfelt. ves. a oo ot 2 
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Commission Exhibit -<- ; 

Mr. Redlich. I would like to add that the photograph which 

ea
n 
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the Bureau furni shed to the Commission has been designated as 

  

Commission Exhibit No. 1796. : 

Mr. Shaney£felt. Commission Exhibit 1796 was furnished to 

) © ‘the FBI by the photographer who took the picture that has been 

designated as Commission Exhibit No. 1797. ‘The photographer 

stated that the photograph, Commission Exhibit 1796, was taken 

seconds before the photograph which is Commission Exhibit 1797. | 

Mr. Redlich. On the. basis of the photographs in your . . 

. possession, which you examined, would you piease describe the - 

  

nature of your investigation and the conclusions which you 

reached? . - . 

Mr. Shaneyfelt. Yes. z compared the shirt which is - me 

) oto ‘Conmission Exhibit 150 with the shirt being worn by Gewald in 

ee OF 

  

Commission Exhibit 1796, and Commission Exhibit 1797. 
ot : : 

© (Exhibit 24 (Shaneyfelt) was inarked for identification.) 

Ps 

 



  

me -Sesignated as Shaneyfelt Exhibit ‘No. 24, is that correct? 

26 :. 

  

Mr. Rodlich, And in connection with that comparicon, ‘you 
prepared a chart which you ave here today ana Which tas been : 

    

Mr. Shaneyfelt. That is correct. 

Shaneyfelt Exhibit No¥ 24 contains four photographs lettered 
a, ‘8, © and D. 

Photograph A’ on Sharieyfelt Exhibit No. 24 is an enlarge- 

ment of the shirt being worn by Oswald in Commission Exhibit 

1796. oS rs 
Photograph Bisa photograph of the actual shert, Commission 

Exhibit 150, being worn by an employee of the FBI laboratory. 

The Photograph was made with the shirt in the same approximate 
position asjbeing worn by Oswald in Commission Exhibit 1796. 

Photograph C is an enlargement of the shirt being worn by 

Oswald in Commission Exhibit 1797. 

And photograph D ds a photograph made in the FBI laboratory 

of Commission Exhibit 150 ) being worn by a laboratory employee, —_ 
and the photograph was made to show the shirt in the approximate 

position and contour ‘of the shirt being worn Py ¢ Oswald in | 

Commission Exhibit 1797. , ; 

The comparison of the shirt being w wern by Oswald in ere . 

Commission’ 8 Exhibits 1796 and 1797, were made with the shirt — 

~ itself, and it’ ‘was found that these-sictegrephs—chew— photo-_ 

graph A of Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 24, shows at points that heve 

been designated on this photograph A as one, two, three and 

 



  

  

—____Bahibit 5 No. 24. . 
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aa present on the shirt now, and are shown in the photograph in 

‘ the game relative positions or locations ie-nechory at points * 

- £rom the shirt in ke Photograph A of Shaneyfelt Buhibit Ho. 

24. These buttons are also missing from the shirt and the torn 

- Same type and color and configuration as the button in ‘the 

photograph B at ‘point Te. 

Four, wns Cactte bits of foreign depovics that are e echering 

to the shirt. These little specks of foreign material are - ae 

  

numbered one, two, three and ‘four in photograph B of shaneyfelt 

i i 
it i 

: 

} 

& 
4 5 

In addition, it wot found that in 4 photograph aA, point : 
a Qne Wiletinge dace 5 and point 6 Gane two of the but stons4 The second buttonsfrom 

the collar and the thira button down from the collar are _missing 

wndition of the area where the button has been: pulled away. or : 

removed has the same configuration in both photographs A and B 

at points 5 and 6. 

Point 7 indicates that the button on the shirt being worn 

by Oswald in the photograph A of Shaneyfelt Exhibit 24, is the 

Points 8 and 9.refer to areas of the shirt in photograph ~ 
. , t.. . 

A and photograph B, 8 being at ‘the tip of the collar on the 

right side of the wearer, andjbeing the corner of the left pocket 
o . . - o nearest to the buttons. 

‘» 

These two points indicate the similarity in pattern at 

"those specific locations ana show that the pat ttern of tha fabric 

in both shirts at those points, is identical. ee shirts “pets. 
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cut from the same fabric ‘would not logically } have an exact . 

ve duplication of the pattern at cut or sewn edges of this type. 

_ Ot photographs C and D on Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 24 “points 

10, ll and 12 again refer to the similarity in pattern atte 

beecté—se the edgeSof the no SO tt would relate to the manner 
  

in which the material | was cut” from the original fabric. 

Point 11, for instance, is two white lines of the same 

length in both photographs, and in the same location from the 

edge of the ===. Oo Ts Potten aay ds 

All of these points are of the same general type to show 

that the fabric design in a Specific area close to an edge is 

identical. : 

' Points 13 and 14 in photographs C and D of Shaneyfelt 

Exhibit No. 24 Aefer again to the torn areas where the buttons 

have been pulled from the shirt and show that they are similar 

in all their visible characteristics. 

Based on these points it is my Opinion that the shirt being 

worn by Oswald in Commission Exhibits No. 1796 and 1797, is the 

samé shirt as Commission Exhibit 150. 

Mr. Redlich.. The zecord will show that Commission Exhibit " 

150 has a hole approximately ¢ one inch by two inches in the right 

_ elbow. - wnt 

-“-- Is this“hole visible‘in any of these photographs, Mr. 

Shaneyfe1t? . 

Mr. Shaneyfelt. No, it is not. 

|



BS _ Me. van Referring to snanoyfeX ushsbit we No. 2A, 

  

Coe gs 

”. O photograph D, does the right elbow of the shirt in this photo- oe 

uo _ graph Speer —to-contain—a, appear to show a mark which might be 

oa ) o 2 a y portion of that hole? . 

Mr. Shaneyfelc. Yes, it does. 

  

__ Mr. Redlich. In your opinion, i 

_ hole? 
0 ols Btls. 

Mr. Shaneyfelt. ves, it is, because this is a photograph 

that I made of this shirt and I know it to be the same shirt. - 

Mr. Redlich. But why then does it not appear on photograph 

cel : ‘@ which is the photograph of the shirt as it is being worn by ° 

Oswald? 

) a Mr. Shaneyfelt. ‘Jt doesn't show it in that photograph - 

© because the individual standing beside Oswald is off 

that portion of the elbow and in fact has his: thumb over “Oswald 

arm, you can sea the thumb on the right arm where the officer 

  

is holding Oswald's arm. 

Mr. Redlich. The absence of the hole in the photographs | 

  

designated as Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 24 A ana Cc and Commission . 

_ Exhibit 1796 and 1797, does not in any “way effect your identi~ 

" €ication of the shirt as being the game. shirt which is . 

- Commission Exhibit No. 150? ce Sots - : eee eo 
4" 

Mr. Shaneyfélt. No, it does not. 
oe net ee oe 

Mr. Redlich. During the course of its investigation, the 

ee ee 

  

Commission recaived a ‘series of slides taken by a Mr. Willis. 

° 

    

; : 

a 
i



        

- Been taken on 1 Novenber 22, 1963. 

’ ©£ the number which it has been given in the Willis sequence ; 

el gt : 
., Bee o : 

These ‘slides ‘show various pictures of -the motorcade and, have 3 

in a deposition of Mr. Willis been identified by hin as s having 

  

"Have you examined these slides, Mr. Shaneyfelt? 

  

Mr Shaneyfelt. _¥es, =z have. 
o. . : ~~ 

“Mr. Redlich. And of these slides, does anyone appear to 

be a slide taken at the time of the actual shooting? | 

_ Mr. Shaneyfelt. Yes. In the vicinity of that period of 

Mr. Redlich. That slide has been processed by yar laborator 

and appears, does it not, in an exhibit which has been Gesig- 

nated as Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 25? 
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Mr. Shaneyfelt. That is correct? _ a 

(Exhibit 25 (Shaneyfelt) was marked for identification.) 

. Mr. Redlich. Are you able to identify that slide in terms 

of slides? ° 
- 

Mr. Shaneyfelt. Yes. This is the slide that Mr. Willis. 

designated as No. 5. 

Mr. Redlich. The Commission asked you to examine this 

slide with reference to its background and with reference to . 

other photographs which you have examined of the motorcade at , 

“the time of. the assassination, in order to determine the “Feiation- 

ship of this slide to the shots which were fired at that time. 

Did ya personally conduct this examination? 

. CONFIDENTIAL 
 



  

Mr. stuyfeit. ves, dia.  C. .-. Sen eet ss 
: Q . 4 Mr. Redlich. In connection with that you Prepared the 7 J 

  

‘y SR BRhEbit No. 252. 

  

Mr. Shaneyfelt. That is correct. 

  

\ 

a MO Redlich. _ Are you able to describe for us now the result’ 

. of your investigation? | - 

Mr. Shaneyfelt. Yes. Photograph A of Shaneyfelt. Exhibit i 

No. 25 is an enlarged color print made £rom the No. 5 slide ; 

coed : ‘ok the Willis slides. ee 

“| “dhe photograph B is a copy of the plat map of the assassi-~ 

nation area which was prepared for the ‘Commission and ‘has a 

previously been designatea as Commission Exhibit No. 382. 

) QO | Point No. 1 in photograph A shows Me. Zapruder in his © 

position <-- | 

Mr. Redlich. ‘he record will show that the reference to 

Mr. gapruder is to Mr. Abraham Zapruder, who is an amateur 

photographer, who took_the photographs which were used as the. 

  

_ basis for the reenactment which was performed in Dallas by - 

Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, ‘and Secret Service 

and attorneys for this Commission, is that correct, Mr. ‘Shaneyfel 

Mr. Shaneyfelt. That is correct. oo | 

oO - : a Point 1 of photograph A shows Mr. Zapruder in his position 

Oo “from whict he took his eight millimeter motion picture £ilm of 

© the assassination. Point 1 in the plat map shows again the 

 



  

. . ° ° 28 * 7 + 4 Fe .Y 4 C “= ‘CONPIPENGIAL ere 
Hs . : . : 20 : Solas eo? ok 7 wT ae ‘ 

Tae, 

. ‘portions of the area. a we opti thas) 

  

— 
: Point No. 2 is the President riding in the Presidential. .     limousine, which is on photograph A on Shaneyfelt Exhibit 252° 

oo Point No. 3 is the Stenmonis Freeway sign that.is on the —— 

north side of Elm Street in the general area of the assassi- 

nation. This is “also Gesignated as point 3 on. the map woich is 

+), photograph B of Shaneyfelt Exhibit Mo. 25. 
: on order to relate the photograph A of shaneyfolt Exhibit 

No. 25 

  

to the specific 
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on frames in the Zapruder motion picture film, I first determined 

: | Seane from correspondence, that Mr. Willis was atanding along : 

the south curb of Elm Street, approximately cpposite the Texas 

| School Book Depository Building. 

By looking at the photograph A I find that from the camera | 

angle of Mr. Willis a line arawn from Mr. Willis to Mr. oprader . 

would go just to the xight of the Stemmons ‘Freeway sien whi. ch 

is point 3 in photograph A. . . Lo. _* 

  

I drew'a Line from Mr. Zapreder's position with lavendger | 

pencil just past the freeway sign which is position 3 on phato- 

_" graph B over to the general area of the side of Elm Street where 

  

® Mr. Willis is ‘Feported to have taken his pictures. 

  

wT - o Mr. Redlich. And that line appears as the top Line in = 
‘ 

  

Chart B of Shaneyfelt’ Exhibit No. 25, does it not? 

Mr. Shaneyfelt. that is correct. : i . 

~ 

 



  

I then C.ca in the phot tograph A cConanayteit Exhibit = , 

- Q No. 25; that a line from the Bye os theneomermoye of the camera- 

oo man, to the President, would pass the Stemmons Freeway ‘sign: Me 

  

‘1 ie a ue 

ae . “somewhat Zarther away from the s sign than the line to Mt « Bapruder, 

      approximately three to four times greater distance. ~~ 

—-_-__...... . drew a line from an area about that far from the sign to 

the area where Mr. Willis was reported to be standing and find 

that that lina passes through a point designated on the map as 

AD
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. £eame 210 which relates to the frame nunber 210 of r the Bapruder 
ate eT 

assassination films, 7 . 

z then drew a gre@line from Mr. Zapruder's position to~Rs< 

  

, “‘Tomersdu, President Kennedy, at frame 210, and find that ‘that 

SSES 
Sign-paces————chas—Linc, green line Passes directly through, 

the Stemmons Freeway sign Which is position 3 in photographs 
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A and B on Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 25. 

Based on this, it is my opinion that photograph A of. : 
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ShaneyZelt Exhibit No. 25 was taken in ‘the vicinity c of the time 

that frame 210 Of the Zapruder picture was taken. 

  

This is not an accurate determination because the exact * 

  

Location of Mr. Willis is unknown. 

This would allow for some variation, but the time of the 

- photograph A, as related to the Zapruder picture, would be _ 

- generally during the period that the President was ‘behind the . 

  

‘signboard in be Zapruder filns, which covers a range from Sane. 

oC hna around4205 tof 225. 
£lg. . , . : 

  

 



  ng a Mello, : Cc 

ail... os _ Mr. Redlich, | The vecord will shou that Prior investigation 

  

Oo -.* has vevealed that President Kennedy ene?ges fron the sign “at: + 
0? wt hrs ~ wae. to ~*~ «ld Frame 2255 and that he starts going behind the ater (at approxi- 

Lome *~ an . t, 

- wigs See . 

  

Prior investigation has also revealed that. when viewed. from 

the southeast corner window of ‘the sixth floor, “the Prostaant Si 
ft from the oak tree‘ at approximately frame 210. 

%,
 

Mr. Willis has stated, Mr... Shaneyfelt, that he took this _ 
nn : photograph almost at the instant that the President was hit by a 

| “Shot which sounded to Mr. Willis as if it as the first shot that 
fo, he heard. : me oe i 

. On the basis of your examination of the Zapruder fins, and 
. © = your examination of the Willis photograph, would it be a correct 

- statement that this Photograph, the One appearing in Shaheyfelt 

Exhibit No. 25, was taken at approximately the same time as the 
shot which struck President Kennedy at the rear of the base of the 

neck? 
-~ 

Mr. chaneyfeit. Yes, that would be & correct statenent, to- 

the best of our knowledge at this time. 

  

Me, Redlich. Returning for just a moment to Mr. Willis! 
location, would it not have been possible for you to fix his exact 

.. _ « location by reference to two different fixed points in the back- 
Yd on ~ ground at different points in this picturer ET 

| Mr. Shaneyfelt. Yes, £¢ would be possible having Mr. Willis! 
'. €anera, to fix his loc ation with some degree of accuracy by using 

. , . Roo Re 2.
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Shaneyfelt Exhibit No, 26. 

o — relating various Objects in the photograph ‘to ‘their Jocation P 

"as they appear in Photograph A of Exhibit No. 2B. FE 

technique that you have used to fix his location is a veasonably 

‘accurate ‘one ‘upon \ whieh y you. ah base the conclusions which you 

additional accuracy to my present conclusions. 

26 for ident&fication.)  - So ee Bae - 

  

C 

“at at the specific location an Dalles, oid “eeteriny eS 

  

Mr. Redlich. You are reasonably satisfied, hovevers, ‘that the : 

  

  

have stated today? 2 eat Tange 

Me. Shaneyfelt. Yes,'yes/ I feel that the exact establish- 

ing of the position of Mr. Willis would not add a great deal of . 

Mr. Redlich. Mr. Shaneyfelt, during the course of the Con~ 

mission's investigation we have had occasion to request the Bureau 

to investigate whe ther any bullets or fragments of butiets struck 

a Dea | 
any of the street or curbing or other area around pes low Plaza. 

In connection with this investigation, the Commission asked ~ 

the Bureau to investigate a photograph taken by Mr. James Underwooc 

t 

a newsman for KRLD-TV in Dallas, and a photograph taken by Mr. 
+ 

Tom Dillard, a photographer for the Dallas Morning News. in con- 

nection with this request the Commission received a communication 

from the FBI dated July 17, 1964, which As now designated as 

(‘the document referred to was marked thaneyfelt Exhibit No: 

  

Mr. Redlich. Would you brietiy summarize the results of that 

. investigation as of ‘that time, Me Sheneyfelt. 

 



  

Sn nance te chan nah gn NS a a a cp ce att wa act he coe rer wine lan nate wee ee 

Mr. Shaneyfelt. Yes. ‘The Conmission “requested that we ‘conduct 
y 
y 

_ an investigation relative to reports that ‘there was a marie On. a 
- --¢ “eo: subi La 

a nick on the south curb of Main Street in the “assassination “area, . 

~ * and that we attempt to locate £t and make whatever tests could be 

made to determine whether or not a builet could have struck the 

a
 

curb at that point. 

sa
y 

The investigation was initiated by requesting our Dallas 

office to contact the phot ographers, James Underwood of KRID-TV 

in Dallas, and Mr. Tom Dillard, a photographer for the Dallas ! 

Morning News, and #2, use pr photographs previously made by these 

two photographers to attempt to locate this mark or nick an the 

curb on the south side of Main Street. ull ede 

“ConmiseiLon_Ixhibit—ce cnaneyfelt Exhibit No, 26 14 he results 

of that Initial search which resulted in failure to find the 

exact location of this mark or nick song the curb along the south | 

side of Main Street at the assassination. site. 

Mr. Redlich. Following this letter, you yourself went down 

to Dallas in order to pursue this matter further, is that correct? 

« 
Mr. Shaneyfelt.. That is correct. 

(The document referred to was marked Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 

27 for identification.) 

Me. Redlich. I introduce into the record at this time - 

o ‘Sheneyfelt Exhibit No. 27, Mhich is a letter from Director Hoover 

to Mr. Rankin summarizing the results of this investigation. 

(The documents referred to were marked Shaneyfelt Exhibits



    

- to summarize at this time the results: of your investigation into 

  

  

28, 29, 30, 31, 32, and 33 for identifications) 9 

Mr. Redlich. TI also introduce into the record Gieneyfelt ao 

  

ae re a      With reference to these exhibits, Mr. Shaneyfelt ai ask you 

  

_ to exist, its location with reference to other photographs of - 

Which you have knowledge . 

“that was made by Mr. Underwood by placing his camera on the mark 

~~ and pointing i¢ toward the flexas Jchool Book. Depository pbuilding, 

  

the existence of a mark on the curb, and if such, a mark was 3 found 
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Mr. Shaneyfelt.. Yes. © 

Using photographs made by Mr. Underwood and Mr. -Dillard in . ; 

November 1963, either the 22nd or 23rd, of this mark on the curb, 

I went to Dallas and was successful in ‘locating -a maric, ee 

Shaneyfelt Exhibit WNo.. 29 contains the photographs used to : 

locate the mark on ‘the curbing on the south side of Main Street 

at the assassination site. 

Photograph No. 1 of this eanibit is the photograph of the | 

‘mark made by Mr. Dadervood, ‘the red arrow indicating the maric oS) 

‘on the curb. Co _ . 

Piotograph No. 2 is the photograph made by Mr. Dillard of 

the mark on the curb, and the red arrow again designates the marie. 

Fhotograph No. 3 of Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 29 is a photogteph 

ae 

  

and he stated he did this so that the resulting photograph could 

‘be used to relocate this mark on the curb should it ever be
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a6 necessary. 

Q Mr. Rediicn. I gather that without that photograph t taken by : 

Hr. Underwood it would have been extremely difficult, ae hot. ff 
al . , . oO r ope ne 

impossible, to have located this mark, is that correct? . 

  

Me. Shaneyfelt. It would have been more difficult. ie ce 
— ~~ Dillard's photograph actually contained some ‘background that wes, ne 

of value, and we would have found it without this; but this made 
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it much easier, Titeeets Photograph No. 3. which was made 

by Me. Underwood, allowed us “to go immediately within ereeotmery 

‘a foot to a foot and a half Of. the actual mark. 

Mr. Redlich. Continue. . 

Mr. chaneyfelt. The photograph which has been marked as ; 

Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 28, the photograph that I made after having 

located the mark, thd#/ in effect duplicateg the photograph made 

by Me. Underwood, which is Photograph 3 of Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. oS 

29 end, as can readily be seen in comparing these tlio Photographs, 

_ the relationship of the Light pole to the buildings on either side 

a _. Of It on the right side of the photograph, the relationsHl p of 

the sign to the concrete abutment in the back of it Je the right - 

edge of it, the relationship of the light posts piesa between 

the cameraman and the Texas School Book Depository building, and 

their relationship to the building in back of them, show that they 

are entirely consistent, and that the mark that was located is, 

  

in fact, the mark that was photographed by Hr. Underwood and Mr. 

QO Dillan. *
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which is Shaneyfelt_ Exhibit No. 2997p 

triple underpass, ‘showing in the center area of the picture ‘two 

asin de : = a s erg ppd ge = 

| 7 _39 OS 
- ONEDENa, 

Photogrs.a’ No. No, 30 or Snaneyfelt or ut No. 30, is a Photo 

graph approximately duplicating the Photograph made 2 by te. Dillard 

   

  

lmcee A terese ames 

cS Fhotograph No. 2, Luith 2 a pene 11, made’ a elrele around: the 

  

mark on the curb, and this pencil mark shows {in Shaneyfelt Exhibit 

  

Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 31 is a photograph taken from in front 

of the School Book Depository building looking. down. toward the = | 

-men in white shirts standing along the South curb | of Main ‘Street 

at the point where the Bisnis Sethe mark on the curd 

was found. 
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Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 32 is a photograph made from under 
the triple underpass looking past the point wnébe the mark on the | 
curb was located towards the Texas School Book Depository building, 

which relates this area to the rest of the assassination site.” 

| ‘There is a marker that has been set up on the eurb with en 

-arron pointing down, that. is directly over: ‘the area where the 

mark is located on the south curb of Main Street. ©. . so es 

The photograph, Shaneyfelt Sxhibit Xe. 33; is a photograph 

made from the location of Mr. forchen Zapruder who made motion. 

pictures of the assassination on November 22, and this photosstph 

_ was made having a man who can be seen standing in the center of 

"the picture, placed in the center of Ein Street, along a straight 

line between the mark on the eurb and the assassination window in


